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Best Platform for your 
bounty campaign!

TokenMinds helps your project grow your community and boost your 
token trading and generate the project brand marketing via the high 
quality bounty service.



Features

High Quality 
Control

Leaderboard 
Bonus

Result based 
rewards



Quality Control

Bounty Campaigns is very popular in the main solution for boosting the project brand  in the crypto market. However, the increasingly non-transparent communication 
practices of many token sales is not only misleading investors, it is also threatening to damage the entire crypto project. Crypto startups must finally learn how to 
communicate honestly in order to guarantee long-term success in a bounty campaign.

TokenMinds' bounty system verifies the profiles of bounty partners that active in 
Bitcointalk, Bitcoingarden, and other platforms via efficient protocol of quality control.

TokenMinds will only work with whitelisted bounty partners to avoid low quality of the 
campaign and troubles brought by the scammers, to make sure the results are real and 
help the project.



Leaderboard Bonus

TokenMinds will provide a leaderboard module to motivate people more interactive with the bounty 
campaign, more campaigns they join, more tokens they have, and they get extra leaderboard reward 
for a bonus!



Result Tracking

We offer you the dashboard where you can track the performances of all your campaigns. This enable the whole process automatic and easy to have a clear vision of 
the progress and quality of the bounty project.

We offer a click based rewards functioning and we help you track all the clicks data, which enable 
project to monitoring the whole progress and reward the bounty partners easily.
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Click Based Rewards

All the conversions will be easily generated and tracked with the codes we assigns so users can 
track the precise data for all the campaigns easily.

Conversion script for coupons codes as well as conversions



ProcessProcess
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Project Teams Approve the 
Bounty Partners

Bounty Partners Get Access to the 
platform with All the Media, 
Contents, and tracking links.

Bounty Partners Implement Tracking 
codes/links in the Promotion.

Our Platform keep Tracking the clicks 
and conversions.

Bounty partners get rewarded based 
on the results tracked by the system.

Projects get more attraction via the 
whole bounty project.

Bounty partners continue with 
optimizing the results.

Community growth, trading volume 
increase.



Facebook likes, shares and comments are all curated 
through platform in automation.

FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN

Retweets on Twitter are verified automatically 
through TokenMinds' system.

TWITTER CAMPAIGN

TokenMinds’' system verifies the posts of bounty hunters 
for Bitocointalk.org signature campaigns through an 
efficient protocol of quality control.

SIGNATURE CAMPAIGN

Through this unique service, projects can enjoy unlimited 
exposure by incentivizing fans to post unique blog posts on their 

platforms around the web.

BLOG CAMPAIGN

We check and approve translations to make sure 
that the promotion of each ICO makes rounds 

around the world in the best way possible.

TRANSLATION CAMPAIGN

Our technology can make providing a referral 
campaign to incentivize extra participation in the 

bounty project easier than ever.

REFERRAL CAMPAIGN

Campaigns We Offer



Bounty  Examples

BEZANT

Social Media growth by 2X

Telegram growth by 3.4X

Email list growth by 2.3X

+ View full Case study in Brochure

https://lp.tokenminds.co/#page-block-wifrkv8k6q
https://lp.tokenminds.co/#page-block-wifrkv8k6q


Bounty  Examples

Ebakus

Social Media growth by 3X

Telegram growth by 2.8X

Token purchasing by 167% growth



Bounty Advisory

Development
Execution

Weekly Review
& Reporting Call

Daily Support
& KPI Tracking



2022 THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 
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